
Measurement Sheet Solo
Tools required:

Tape Measure Pencil
Painters Tape 9 Inch Torpedo Level

Use this form to make notes of measurements
1) Place 9” level on threshold in at at least 3 places - slope needs to be towards interior of shower*

*If your existing shower threshold is level or slopes away from the interior of the shower, we offer a 3/4" wide 
 half-moon threshold, in the same colors as the hardware, that can be a barrier to prevent water seeping out. 

2) Measure the width of the threshold - Minimum requirement is 2½”
3) Measure to the height of the opening overall and where you would like the top of the door to be

a) Place a small piece of painters tape there and then mark with a pencil
4) Measure the width in a minimum of 3 places (see diagram below)

a) Take the longest measurement minus the shortest
b) If the difference of these two distances is a 1/4" or less place your order using the shortest measurement
c) If greater than 7/16", go to step 5 to take an accurate measurement if out of square

(4) Top of Door

(3) Unit Height that you would like
(4) Mid Point 

SOLO max height  can be up to 84"
Maximum width is 32"

(4) Bottom

Threshold/tub Top View (2) Threshold Width Minimum 2 1/2"

Special Notes:
If you have an acrylic surround, a hinge can't be attached to a surround.
Showerheads should never be positioned opposite a door or other opening. 

(Exceptions may be made for smaller or low-flow shower heads or shower heads that point straight down at the floor.)
When the door swings open to 90 degrees are there any obstructions that can damage the glass : 

I.e., towel bars, robe hooks, vanity, toilet, baseboard or wall heaters, walls, steps, wall hangings, light fixtures, etc?
Several options are to shrink the door down in size, switch which side the door is on, or our sliders - Metro or Eclipse

Unit height can be very high for SOLO, make sure there would not be low hanging ceiling light fixtures when opening door.



Measurement Sheet Solo
STEP 5

Walls are out of Plumb and Glass needs cut out of square
Tools required:

6 ft Level 4 ft Level Measuring Tape

Even with the superior hardware we offer, there are still tolerances and 
we want that door to last well beyond the warranty
5) Take a 6 ft Level to the walls (Figure 1 or Figure 2)

a) Place the butt of the level where the wall and threshold meet
b) Level and measure the distance between the top edge of the level and wall (Figure 1)

OR
c) Level and measure the distance between the bottom edge of the level and wall (Figure 2)

6) Take the longest level that will fit and place on the threshold
a) If out of level, measure the distance between the bottom of the level to the threshold
b) If more than 3/16" of an inch leaks may occur at the door
d) Save these measurements and call us at 1-866-452-7707

Figure 1 Figure 2


